Pelago is looking for experienced web developers
Pelago is a mobile-first platform for creating, managing and promoting social events. Our vision is to
create the next-generation social events platform to attract the best audiences for organizers
worldwide.
We are looking for talented and passionate web developers with a keen eye and ability to create
amazing user experiences to join our team. With Pelago, you will have the chance to employ your
technical talent and push your skills and experience to new levels.
As a key member of team you will have a direct influence on the technology design of the Pelago
platform as well as those we develop for our clients. Apply your creative flair and technical insights
to implement a truly innovative, inspiring and frictionless responsive web user experience
This is an opportunity to push your boundaries in software engineering as well as user experience
and interface design, growing personally and professionally with a like-minded team of
entrepreneurs creating our own future.
Requirements
§ Extensive experience developing front-end responsive web applications in AngularJS,
html/CSS
§ You understand & can articulate benefits and design approach to RESTful api design
patterns
§ Experience in Java software development strong plus
§ Experience with industry standard version control tools such as Git / GitHub, automated
deployment tools such as Jenkins and requirement management in JIRA
§ Comfortable with agile project methodology and practices
§ Experience on debugging the code issues and highlighting differences to the development
team and architects
§ Disciplined engineering approach to technical problem-solving
§ Exposure testing complex multi-tiered integrated applications
§ Ability to work with minimal supervision on own initiative and on multiple tasks
simultaneously
§ Identify project issues, communicate them and assist in their resolution
§ Assist in continuous improvement efforts in enhancing project team methodology and
performance
§ Needs to be a self-starter, proactive
You have
§ 5 years or more responsive web development experience
§ Proven ability to develop applications from concept to deployment and support
§ Forward thinking, independent, creative, and self-sufficient
§ Ability to work well in a team environment
§ Excellent communication, interpersonal, and decision making skills
§ Fluent in English. Cantonese and/or Mandarin a plus.
Get in touch at innovate@pelago.events

www.pelago.events

